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Abstract. The paper addresses the multiple forms of representation that human
gesture takes at different levels for human computer interaction, ranging from ges-
ture acquisition to mathematical model for analysis, pattern for recognition, record
for database up to end-level application event triggers. A mathematical model
for gesture as command is presented. We equally identify and provide particular
models for four different types of gestures by considering both posture information
and underlying motion trajectories. The problem of constructing gesture dictiona-
ries is further addressed by taking into account similarity measures and dictionary
discriminative features.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Gesture has been given a lot of attention in the last decades as an effective means
of human-computer interaction. [15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 32, 36] give overviews on the
state-of-the-art in gesture interaction including gesture taxonomies for HCI, exist-
ing technologies, recognition and interpretation techniques. Human gestures and
gesture recognition are terms often encountered in human-computer interaction and
for many (or most) people gestures are perceived as the next upcoming interaction
technology. The main arguments are those of naturalness (gestures are used every
day in the real world to interact with real objects or to convey information) and
efficiency (interaction becomes similar to what we have been training for all our
lives). All this is true only if we consider an ideal gesture interaction technique that
does not intrude, burden or add significant cognitive load [10, 30].

Use of gesture as means of interacting has thus been very rapidly proliferating
and many systems emerged that allow users to touch, point, work and travel by
means of head, hand, arm, gaze or whole body gestures. The most common areas
of application are in sign language recognition [14], gesture to speech [11], virtual
environments [10, 24], 3D modeling [23], human-robot dialogue [20], and the list
goes on.

In this paper we follow human gesture in all its representations as it appears at
different levels in the HCI domain (such as raw data streams for the low-level tasks
of gesture acquisition, mathematical model for analysis, pattern for recognition,
record for database/dictionary of gestures, event in a high-end programming lan-
guage). We provide a mathematical formalization for gestures in order to develop
further discussions on gesture dictionaries. With regard to gesture as command,
we identify and provide models for four different types of gestures by taking into
account both posture information (or static dimension of gesture) and underlying
motion trajectories (dynamic component).

2 DEFINITIONS

A first look on a few terms and definitions that pertain to gesture and which are
relevant to this paper is mandatory as it is a brief discussion on the possible meanings
of the word gesture.

Prior to anything, gestures can be defined as a physical movement of hands,
arms, face and body with the intent of conveying information and meaning. From
a biological and sociological perspective, gestures are loosely defined and thus re-
searchers are free to visualize and classify gestures as they see fit. For example,
biologists define gestures broadly, stating “the notion of gesture is to embrace all
kinds of instances where an individual engages in movements whose communicative
intent is paramount, manifest, and openly acknowledged” [28].

First of all, distinction must be made between gesture and posture. There is the
tendency [27] to capture the dynamic part in gesture while to consider posture as
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being static. Consulting [1, 26] we end up with the following definitions for posture
and gesture:

Posture (noun): a position of the body or of body parts.

Posture (noun):

1. The position or bearing of the body whether characteristic or assumed for
a special purpose (erect posture).

2. A conscious mental or outward behavioral attitude.

Gesture (noun): 1. A motion of the limbs or body made to express or help ex-
press thought or to emphasize speech.

2. The act of moving the limbs or body as an expression of thought or emphasis.

• (verb intr.) To make gestures.
• (verb tr.) To show, express or direct by gestures.

We are thus further considering posture as being the gesture represented by the
position of body or of body parts as with reference to computer interaction. For
example, making a fist and holding it in a certain position for a given amount of
time is considered to be a posture.

Definition 1. By posture we understand a set of measurements p = (p1, p2, . . . pn)
from a given values domain pi ∈ X that describe the pose of body or of body parts
at one instant of time.

Definition 2. Let P be the set of all postures: P = {p = (p1, p2, . . . pn) , pi ∈ X}.

The number of measurements being performed is denoted by n while pi represents
the value of the ith measurement or feature. The features may be quantitative
(continuous, discrete) or qualitative (nominal, ordinal). X may be a real-valued
domain such as R,Rk, [0, 1]k, etc. For example, we may refer to hand posture as to
the relative position and orientation of fingers at one instant of time. Consequently,
we may choose our measurements for describing a hand posture to be real-valued
such as angles between fingers [37], relative distances between adjacent fingers, hand
orientation [3], moments of different order [21]. We may as well use qualitative
variables such as {true, false} for given predicates [13].

A gesture is defined as a dynamic movement, such as waving good bye or describ-
ing the shape of a circle using hands. Combining postures and dynamic movements
can lead up to different types of gestures as we will discuss them later in the article.

Equally important, we want to isolate for the purpose of our discussion only
those interactions for which gestures are articulated and recognized. The definition
of articulated gesture as in [19] is more appropriate in this case: “A gesture is
a motion of the body that contains information. Waving goodbye is a gesture.
Pressing a key on a keyboard is not a gesture because the motion of a finger on its
way to hitting a key is neither observed nor significant. All that matters is which
key was pressed.”
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3 GESTURE AS COMMAND

Interaction is performed with both motion trajectories (dynamics) and postures
(static information). We may thus provide the following classification of gesture
commands with regards to their structural pattern as given by the amount of posture
or motion employed when performing the command.

3.1 Static Simple Gestures

Static simple gestures are gestures that convey the desired information only through
the use of a single posture that is maintained for a certain amount of time (as
an example, see the confirmation or acknowledge gesture as depicted in Figure 1):

gss = (posture, time) ∈ P × [0,∞) (1)

where ss stands for static simple and P represents the set of all postures.
Let also Gss be the set of all simple static gestures:

Gss = {gss/gss = (posture, time) ∈ P × [0,∞)} . (2)

For completeness we consider the empty gestures set Φ ⊂ Gss as the set of simple
static gestures for which the time component is 0:

Φ = {gss ∈ Gss/gss = (posture, 0)} . (3)

Definition 3. Any element φ ∈ Φ is an empty gesture.

Fig. 1. Example of a simple static gesture: the “thumbs up” posture held for a period of
say 1 second may be associated with user acknowledging in response of an application
confirmation enquiry

3.2 Static Generalized Gestures

Static generalized gestures are gestures that are represented by a series of consecutive
postures which are maintained for certain amounts of time. Again, only posture
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information is sufficient for grasping the meaning of the gesture command (for exam-
ple see the “change scale” gesture as given in Figure 2).

gsg =
{

g1ss, g
2
ss, . . .

}

(4)

where sg stands for static generalized. Equivalently, the generalized static gesture
may be defined as a subset of the partition set of Gss: gsg ⊂ P {Gss}.

A generalized gesture may be reduced to a simple gesture if the set order |gsg| =
1. Also, a generalized gesture may include at limit an infinity number of postures.

Fig. 2. Example of a generalized static gesture: the “change scale” gesture executed with
one hand indicates a change in size or equivalently, a zoom operation that would

be proportional to the distance between the index and thumb fingers. The gesture
consists of several hand postures ranging say from a large distance to a small/null
one between the user hands index and thumb fingers

3.3 Dynamic Simple Gestures

Dynamic simple gestures are gestures for which the posture information is not im-
portant as all the meaning lies within the underlying motion trajectory (for example
the “undo” gesture as depicted in Figure 3).

A simple dynamic gesture may be defined as a function of time (either continuous
or discrete) having as values the coordinates in Rd of the motion trajectory.

gds = gds(t) : R → Rd (5)

where ds stands for dynamic simple.

3.4 Dynamic Generalized Gestures

Dynamic generalized gestures are gestures for which both the motion trajectory
and posture are equally important for grasping the meaning of the user’s gesture
command (for example the “drag&drop” command as presented in Figure 4). A ge-
neralized dynamic gesture may be defined as:

gdg = gdg(t) : R → Rd × P (6)

where dg stands for dynamic generalized and P is the set of all postures.
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Fig. 3. Example of a simple dynamic gesture: the gesture represented by an X-cross may
be associated with performing of an “undo” operation, closing the current window,
a cut operation in an editing scenario, etc

Fig. 4. Example of a generalized dynamic gesture : the “drag&drop” operation may be
implemented using two hand postures (“grab” and “release”) and a motion trajectory
necessary for the start and end locations

Finally, we arrive at a general representation of gesture:

Definition 4. A gesture g is a function of time with values into the Cartesian
product of the coordinates space Rd and the set of all postures P:

g = g(t) : R → Rd × P . (7)

From this representation we can derive all the particular structural types:

• d = 0 and P = p0 will give us the simple static gesture (p0)

• for d = 0 we get the generalized static gesture

• P = Φ and d > 0 provides for the simple dynamic gesture

• d > 0 gives us the generalized dynamic gesture.

4 GESTURE DICTIONARIES

Definition 5. Let G be the set of all gestures G =
{

g/g(t) : R → Rd × P
}

.

Due to the fact that gesture is defined as a function over the whole range of
time values, we further introduce the restriction of this function to a limited time
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range. This will allow us to select the “interesting” part of gesture, i.e. the moment
when the gesture actually begins (for example the “grab” posture as in Figure 4)
and the moment the gesture ends (the “release” posture), moments that match the
start/stop sequence as perceived by the user.

Definition 6. Let g ∈ G be a gesture and a, b ∈ R, a ≤ b two real values. Then
g|a,b is the restriction of gesture g on the [a, b] time interval.

The restriction of a gesture to a time interval allows for further definitions of am-
plitude of gesture g(t), Ag and the interesting part of gesture, intg.

Definition 7. Let g ∈ G be a gesture. Let a = inf {t ∈ R/g(t) /∈ Φ} and b =
sup {t ∈ R/g(t) /∈ Φ}. Then Ag = b − a is the time amplitude of g and intg :
[0, Ag] → Rd × P , intg = g(t+ a) is the interesting part of g.

Definition 8. Let intG be the set of all interesting gestures, intG = {g̃ ∈ G/∃g ∈
G so that intG = g̃}.

The amplitude and the interesting restriction let us define identical gestures as
follows.

Definition 9. Two gestures g, h ∈ G are identical and we denote g = h ⇔ Ag = Ah
and intg = inth.

We further introduce similarity and dissimilarity measures over the set of all in-
teresting gestures as well as two propositions that allow for transforming a similarity
function into a dissimilarity one and vice versa.

Definition 10. Let s : intG × intG → R+. s is a similarity measure over intG if
the following conditions are met ∀g, h ∈ intG:

a) s(g, h) = s(h, g)

b) s(g, g) = s(h, h) ≥ s(g, h).

Definition 11. Let d : intG× intG → R+. d is a dissimilarity measure over intG
if the following conditions are met ∀g, h ∈ intG:

a) d(g, h) = d(h, g)

b) d(g, g) = 0.

Proposition 1. Let s : intG × intG → R+ be a similarity measure over intG
and max(s) = max {s(g, h)/g, h ∈ intG}. Then d : intG × intG → R+, d(g, h) =
max(s)− s(g, h) is a dissimilarity measure over intG.

Proposition 2. Let d : intG × intG → R+ be a dissimilarity measure over intG
and max(d) = max {d(g, h)/g, h ∈ intG}. Then s : intG × intG → R+, s(g, h) =
max(d)− d(g, h) is a similarity measure over intG.
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A set of interesting gestures and a dissimilarity measure permits definition of
gesture dictionaries.

Definition 12. Let D be a set of interesting gestures, D ⊂ P {intG} and d :
intG× intG → R+ a dissimilarity measure over intG. Then D is discriminative of
degree 1 with respect to D if d(g, h) > 0 ∀g, h ∈ D.

The degree 1 of discriminative power for a set D simply restricts that there are
no two gestures in the set that are similar with respect to a dissimilarity measure.
The definition below is more powerful and restricts the set D so that there are no
two gestures in the set g, h where h would be similar to any part of g.

Definition 13. Let D be a set of interesting gestures, D ⊂ P {intG} and d :
intG× intG → R+ a dissimilarity measure over intG. Then D is discriminative of
degree 2 with respect to D if d(g, h|a,b) > 0 ∀g, h ∈ D ∀a, b ∈ [0, Ah], a ≤ b.

The next proposition states an inclusion level between the sets of discriminative
degrees 1 and 2.

Proposition 3. Let d : intG × intG → R+ a dissimilarity measure over intG,
D1|d be the set of all sets of interesting gestures that are discriminative of degree 1
with respect to d and D2|d be the set of all sets of interesting gestures that are
discriminative of degree 2 with respect to d. Then D2|d ⊂ D1|d.

We may now define a gesture dictionary.

Definition 14. Let D be a set of interesting gestures D ⊂ P {intG} and d : intG×
intG → R+ a dissimilaritymeasure over intG. The pair (D, d) is a gesture dictionary
if D is discriminative of degree 1 with respect to d.

Due to the fact that gestures are functions of time and considering the restric-
tions of HCI systems that need to process, recognize gestures and provide feedback
in real time, we introduce the sequential gesture dictionary below.

Definition 15. Let D be a set of interesting gestures D ⊂ P {intG} and d : intG×
intG → R+ a dissimilaritymeasure over intG. The pair (D, d) is a sequential gesture
dictionary if D is discriminative of degree 2 with respect to d.

5 MULTI-LEVEL REPRESENTATION OF GESTURE

The complex nature of gesture recognition makes human gestures have different rep-
resentations at different levels. We have identified four distinct processing layers (see
Figure 5) corresponding to the actual gesture execution in the real world, acquisition
process, modeling and application. We follow the gesture in all its representations
starting from the raw format as provided by an acquisition device to the final actual
interaction stage (where gesture triggers action) at the highest application level.
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Fig. 5. Different levels of representation for gestures in human-computer interaction

5.1 Gesture in Action

Gestures express ideas, sentiments and intentions, sometimes replacing words and
enhancing speech. Gestures convey information and are accompanied by content and
semantics. Various psycholinguistic studies have been conducted in what concerns
the understanding of gesture communication. All these studies [7, 9, 18, 25] provide
an excellent starting material for the domain of human-computer interaction. For
example, [7] identifies three types of gestures (or three different functional roles
associated to gestures) hence we have a classification by gesture functions:

• Ergotic gesture that acts on the environment and derives from the notion of
modeling the real world. It is the type of gesture that is considered for example
when interacting with the virtual objects of a virtual environment [4, 6, 31, 35].

• Epistemic gesture that offers information with regard to temperature, pressure,
shape, orientation, weights (the tactile sense). The environment discovery is
achieved through tactile experience [5, 8].

• Semiotic gesture that produces an informational message for the environment
with the role of conveying information. It is the type of gesture for yes/no,
approve/deny actions for the human-computer dialogue [12]

5.2 Acquisition Level

At the acquisition level, a gesture is represented by a stream of data according
to the technology used by the capture device. At this level we dispose of a raw
representation of the gesture that may contain a large amount of noise. For example,
a gesture may be represented by a single image that contains the user’s hand with
a specific posture in front of a working desk that may contain additional information:
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parts of the desk, notebooks, the PC keyboard, the user’s watch or the color of the
shirt (Figure 6). We are dealing with the raw representation of gesture as provided by
the acquisition device and we can easily note the huge amount of extra information
that is not needed at all. Noise is heavily present in this basic gesture representation.

Fig. 6. Gesture is a raw stream of data at the acquisition level as outputted by the capture
device (the picture represents a snapshot of lab developed hand gesture acquisition
system)

If the interest is on dynamic gestures implying motion trajectories and the tech-
nology is video, the raw representation as outputted by the acquisition device would
be a sequence of video frames, each containing a huge amount of extra not needed
information that we can qualify as noise. Another raw representation of a gesture
at this level could be a stream of data points given say as (x, y, z) pairs as output by
a tracking device, for example [2, 33]. We would deal in this case with an incomplete
representation of our gesture as posture had not been taken into account.

The gesture representation depends on the technology used for capturing. It
may be a single image or a sequence of video frames for visual gesture acquisition;
a stream of data points for a tracking device; a set of measurements (angles, flexions)
for a data glove and many others. This is due to a large amount of non-traditional
immersive devices that have been very rapidly proliferating. They include spatial
input devices (or trackers), pointing devices and whole hand devices that allow
for hand gestures input. The technology varies including: magnetic, mechanical,
acoustic, inertial, vision/video camera based or hybrid [21, 35].

5.3 Modeling, Recognition and Interpretation

At this level we dispose of a mathematical model for gesture in close relation to
the interaction purpose as stated in the gesture definition paragraph. We make dis-
tinction between posture (as static information) and gesture (as dynamics). Several
stages may be encountered at this level (see Figure 7):

Gesture modeling: We defined a gesture as a function of time with values into
the Cartesian product of the coordinates space Rd and the set of all postures P :
g = g(t) : R → Rd × P .

Classification/Semantic Interpretation: Gesture is also a pattern after feature
extraction has been performed on the mathematical model. Pattern recognition
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at this level aims to classify data (patterns) based on either a priori knowledge or
statistical information extracted from the patterns. The patterns to be classified
are usually groups of measurements or observations defining points in an appro-
priate multidimensional space. Semantic interpretation may further associate
the gesture to a class of semantic types such as commands, gesticulation, etc.
Production rules and formal logic or any other artificial intelligence techniques
for association to knowledge sets may be used.

Gesture storage/dictionary of gestures: Gesture is also a record in a database
that allows for storage of the gesture model (a bijection may be defined between
the gesture model representation and the database storage specific format).

Fig. 7. Gesture is a mathematical model, a pattern or a database record at the Modeling,
Recognition and Interpretation level

Real problems arise in what concerns choosing the best dictionary for human
gestures for a given application. Although gestures are perceived as a natural means
of interacting and conveying information (hence a gesture based interface would
prove to be ideal), gestures may also be described as imprecise, not self revealing
and also non ergonomic. A particular problem relates to finding the right gestures
that would feel comfortable and natural from the user’s experience point of view.
Several attempts have been made on defining gesture dictionaries for application
specific needs [27, 34, 38]. [30] conducted an ergonomic study for selecting the
appropriate gesture commands for operations such as: selection, move, scale, copy,
confirm, yes/no, undo using both single hand and two hands gestures in a video
camera based top view of a working table.

Another problem arises from the fact that gesture commands have to be identi-
fied (or designed) with the particularity of assuring a natural and comfortable user
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experience, all this considering the existing GUIs and interaction paradigms, for
example WIMP (Windows, Icon, Menu, Pointing). In this particular case, which
would be the most suitable gesture for activating/closing a menu or for maximiz-
ing/minimizing an application window? A simple proposal is given in Figure 8 [35]
but the question still remains: are the proposed gestures natural or are we looking
for a compromise between natural and new to be learned gestures?

Fig. 8. Sample dynamic gestures for Undo/Redo/Open Menu commands

5.4 Application Level

Gesture is associated with the trigger of a certain action at the application level,
according to the current selected working scenario. We can look at a gesture as an
event that is fired whenever the gesture interface is enabled and allows for execut-
ing the associated action. This can be described using pseudo code language-like
formalism as follows:

app.EventHandler += new EventHandler(OnGestureInputEvent);

...

result OnGestureInputEvent(EventParams e)

{

switch(e.GestureType)

{

...

// take appropriate action

...

}

...

}

6 CONCLUSIONS

We discussed gestures as commands at several stages of processing as they appear in
human-computer interaction: data acquisition, mathematics modeling and analysis,
end-user application. We identified four types of gestures ranging from simple static
to complex motion trajectories with associated postures. Making use of a mathe-
matical model for gestures, we introduced a few definitions and propositions with
regards to the structure and composition of gesture dictionaries. Future work will
converge to further develop the already started gesture dictionary theoretical deve-
lopment with specifics on real-time systems implementations.
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